Young Travelers In After a Rough Atlantic Crossing on the Marine Falcon

Ten Passengers Injured in Falls During One Night: 16 War Brides on Board

The passengers of the Marine Falcon were treated for injuries following a series of falls during one night. The incident occurred in mid-Atlantic, where the ship's captain had been tossed about by rough seas, causing the passengers to lose their balance and fall. Several of the passengers, including war brides, were treated for minor injuries.

US Navy Vegetable Oil

Admiral Hart & Hook

The most violent South American oil, Bisto Brand. U.S. S. N. C. C. B. Hook to be issued to the officers of the U.S. Navy. Admiral Thomas C. Hart, who was stationed at Le Grand Atoll in the Pacific Ocean, has ordered a shipment of Bisto Brand vegetable oil to be sent to the officers and men of the U.S. Navy.

Manga Thieves Steel Joys

A steel joy for U.S. Navy sailors, the Manga Thieves Steel Joys, is now available. These steel joys are designed to provide protection for sailors working on deck.

BALTMAN & CO.

Christmas...PERFUME

BY PRINCE MATCHABelli

Crown and Scapular Set—Duchess of York perfumes cologne. A royal set

by Prince Matchabelli.

3.00

Features: Hot Box—Stirring and Decks of York perfumes floating crown stick pots in the top.

3.00

Crown Jewel perfume

1 oz. 10.00


9.00

With high heel in black, brown, blue or gray sand; black, brown, blue, green or red calf. No patent leather, white or black pumps are suitable. Also in the brilliance of gold enamel brooch to be fitted into any of the hundred tokens of your choice. The evening charge 50c.

With medium heel in black, brown, blue or gray sand. Black or brown calf, black or brown suede. Also all others A4A to C. 3.75 to 11.00

Albatross shoe sales, second floor

BALTMAN & CO.

FIFTH AVENUE

This is the shoe. The classic pump by La Valla. This is the shoe. The classic pump by La Valla.